Sydney to Hebel
Caught the train from the International airport down to Berry. Had two changes
but as it would be a bit of a wait for the last train from Kiama to Berry Bob drove
to Kiama to pick us up. Sue and Bob had grandchildren there as it was school
holidays and I put the tent up in their driveway for the night.
Gina packed her wheeled suit case with non-camping gear and we left it with her
cousin in Sydney. Her cousin calls a GPS a ghost because it is a voice without a
body. I used the ghost to find the address and it took us on a toll road going in
and getting back out to the Pacific Highway. It was $4.71 each time and I
intended to go online that night and pay it – as I had done in Melbourne 4 weeks
ago. However it slipped my mind and 3 days later when I checked my bank
account I found that the Transport Authority had taken two lots of $25 out – for
late payment. A valuable lesson there.
Gina was pretty tired after 4 mornings of getting up at 5am in Russia, and then
the long flight to Australia and wanted to just relax for a couple of days. We
booked into a cabin at Lake Macquarie for the first night. Light rain when we got
there.
He next night was in a cabin at Telegraph Point near Port Macquarie. This park
had a beaut Aqua park for kids on a small lake. Would be great in summertime.
After Grafton we took a minor road to Casino, and went through Lawrence.
Before camping in Casino we drove over to Lismore to catch up with Keith Ellis
and his wife Rob who were watching Vic and Q play for 3rd and 4th in the over 75.
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Saturday morning I caught up with a few more of the team before they started
their warm up and then watched them beat WA for gold, 2-1. Just shows how
much better off they were without me letting all those goals in last year in
Hobart. I heard it will be in Bunbury next year..

Casino Caravan park
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The afternoon it started to rain heavily and thunder so we opted for a motel
room. We were both awake early and were on the road by 5am heading towards
Tenterfield, and then the final destination of Kwiamble NP.
On the way we toured out to look at Glenlyon Dam where a very enthusiastic
caravan park owner pointed out where the big Murray Cod were under big rocks.
He said that the makers of the TV series River Monsters are coming here shortly
to film the big cod.
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Kwiamble NP is a bit of a drive off the main road from Ashmore but a top place
to camp – they even provide free firewood. I have stayed here before with Elli. I
probably would have stayed 2 or 3 nights here if I’d been on my own but Gina
had to be back in Sydney by the 17th and I wanted to show her a bit of Oz. She
and 7 of her relatives and friends are going to Coober Pedy. On the way out of
Kwiamble NP we looked into the Limestone cave.

Kwiamble NP
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That is a Platypus in the centre of the ripples.
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You could wander round on your own.
On the strength of Gina going to Coober Pedy I thought she should visit
Lightning Ridge as well, it is the only place in the world where they find black
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opal. So after Kwiamble it was a dirt road back to the highway towards Walgett
and then north towards Lightning Ridge. Had a quick stop at Cranky Rock.
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Stopped 20km short of Lightning Ridge late in the day and pulled off the road
and camped.
This was a cunning idea. It is next to a toilet at a rest stop on the highway.

The headlights reflect up to a mirror and then into the clear roof of the toilet.
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Spent a good bit of the next day in Lightning Ridge and bought a souvenir or
two. Did a bus tour. It was a good introduction to opals for Gina.

Late in the day we continued to Hebel just over the border in Queensland.
Camped down next to the river and had a meal in the café/store. Hebel has a
hotel and a store, and about 10 houses.

Hebel Hotel
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Men’s toilet
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Ladies toilet
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